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Lya photons sample 
their host galaxies 

“LARS01” - Östlin et al. (2014)
Lya in blue, Ha in red, FUV in green



Lya spectra contain 
information
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(2010)
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Lya spectra contain 
valuable information



The need for a sub-grid model
Lya scattering 
cross section

Dijkstra (2014)

Uniform slab



The “shell-model” Ahn et al. (2004) 
Verhamme et al. (2008) 

…

• Set of 6 parameters: 

‣ Emission parameters 

‣ Outflow velocity 

‣ Shell-content
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1. Degeneracy of 
shell-model parameters? 

2. How much Physics is in 
the shell model?

“Shell-model” fitting

Verhamme et al. (2008)

Tapken et al. (2007)
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A systematic approach
• 3 out of 6 parameters as 

through weighting of photons 

• 10,800 discrete models with 
170,000 photon packages 
each 

• Interactive online tool to 
access the spectra at  
http://bit.ly/man-alpha  

• Possible to do a full likelihood 
analysis
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Fig. 2.— Example analysis of an asymmetric double-peaked profile. Upper right: Simulated data (black solid line) with its associated
68% CL observational uncertainty (gray shaded region), and the spectra for the true (input) and median MCMC-estimated parameters
(light red and light blue, respectively). Main plot: The 1D histograms and 2D contour plots show the one- and two-dimensional marginal
posterior distributions from the MCMC chains respectively. The red solid line and red marker show the true (input) model parameters.
In the histograms, the dashed lines mark the 16th, 50th and 84th percentiles; these numbers are also stated on top of each column. In
the contour plots, the blue lines mark the (2, 1.5, 1, 0.5) � contours, and the gray shading gives the posterior density. Recall that the
parameters log NHI, log T and vexp are discrete (visible through the blocky structure of the contours).

The relatively large value of ⌧d leads to a high absorp-
tion probability, yielding this broad absorption feature.
While in this case �i plays only a minor role, with dif-
ferent values leading to qualitatively similar spectra, the
same goodness of fit can only be reached by also changing
the other parameters, in particular ⌧d and EWi. This can
be explained as follows: while the increase in �i means
that there are initially more Ly↵ photons in the wing,
which have a higher chance of not being absorbed, this
is compensated somewhat by the higher dust content.
Since this increase also (and more strongly) a↵ects pho-
tons travelling longer distances (i.e. the ones closer to the
core), a higher number of Ly↵ photons is also needed to
return a similarly good fit as the true model.

The EWi � ⌧d degeneracy is also observable in the

bottom-right panel, although the di↵erence in EWi is
not as large. This is because, for emission features, EWi
seems to be reasonably well constrained by the contin-
uum level.

Finally, the expansion velocity is thought to be well
constrained by the position of the spectral peaks and
troughs. The situation shown in the top-left panel is
therefore less straightforward – the e↵ects of changing of
vexp can only be compensated by jointly changing EWi,
�i, and ⌧d.

3.2. Parameter uncertainty

We now turn our attention to the uncertainty asso-
ciated with the estimated parameters obtained through
shell model fitting. We consider two exemplary cases,

MG, Bull, Dijkstra (2015)

http://bit.ly/man-alpha


Can we trust the 
fitting results? 7
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Fig. 4.— Recovered (y axis) vs. input (x axis) shell model parameters. The error bars mark the 68% CL, between the 16th and 84th
percentiles. The colors and symbols indicate di↵erent types of spectra: absorption features (red discs), P Cygni-like profiles (blue squares),
single-peak (green triangles), and double-peaked (purple diamonds).

shell model fitting. First, we consider two example cases,
each represented by a spectrum for which the input shell
model parameters were correctly recovered. Note that,
our simulated dataset contains absorption, single- and
double peak emission profiles – just as observed Ly↵
spectra (e.g. Steidel et al. 2010; Rivera-Thorsen et al.
2015; Yang et al. 2015). Out of these, the two cases
chosen feature a double peaked emission and a broad
absorption profile to show the extent of possible degen-
eracies. Moreover, in some cases (especially at higher
redshift) the blue peak may be further suppressed by
the intergalactic medium (Dijkstra et al. 2007; Laursen
et al. 2011), in which case our double peaked example is
actually more representative of what has been observed.

We begin by constructing a simulated observation of
each spectrum, as described in §2.3. The noise in each
bin is chosen to have an rms of �̂i = 0.5Ī, where Ī is
the mean intensity of the spectrum. Note that while the
noise properties have been chosen rather arbitrarily, the
procedure does not depend on this choice, and also works
with more realistic data errors. This choice of �̂i ensures
that �̂i � �̂i,Poisson (see §2.3), and can be thought of as
representing random errors due to instrumental e↵ects
and so on.

This noise level corresponds to signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs) of ⇠ 15 � 50, which is comparable with existing
surveys (e.g. Adams et al. 2011). We estimated the SNR
by maximizing the quantity

P
i di/

pP
i �̂

2
i , where the

sums are taken over several adjacent bins. This corre-
sponds to the standard procedure in observing pipelines
(S. Wilkins, priv. comm.). For double-peaked profiles

and absorption features, di↵erent measures are some-
times used – e.g. taking the di↵erence between the con-
tinuum level and the absorption feature – that tend to
result in higher SNR estimates. We will not consider
such measures here.

Next, we sample the likelihood of Eq. (5) using the
a�ne invariant Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
ensemble sampler emcee (Goodman & Weare 2010;
Foreman-Mackey et al. 2012). We use 900 walkers with
500 steps each (including 50 steps of burn-in). For the
starting positions of the walkers, we used the �2-minima
found in §3.1, weighted by the value of the likelihood at
that point, plus a small random perturbation to avoid
producing initial paths that are too similar.

Fig. 2 shows the results of the MCMC parameter
estimation for the first example case10, an asymmet-
ric, double-peaked profile with an estimated SNR of
⇠ 32. The true (input) shell model parameters are well-
recovered, falling within the 68% credible interval for all
but ⌧d, which is estimated to be slightly higher than its
actual value. One can also see that the expansion ve-
locity and column density are very well constrained (in
fact, reaching our grid resolution limit), and that the 1�
uncertainty on the temperature is almost half an order
of magnitude.

The second example, a spectrum with a broad ab-
sorption feature and SNR ⇠ 20, is shown in Fig. 3. The
uncertainties on the estimated shell model parameters

10 This and the other triangle plots were produced using a mod-
ified version of triangle.py (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2014).
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MG, Bull, Dijkstra (2015)



Fitting “CR7”
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CR7

(as seen in Mark’s talk)

Dijkstra, MG, Sobral (2016)



Towards a realistic ISM

1. Degeneracy of 
shell-model parameters? 

2. How much Physics is in 
the shell model?



Multiphase models
hot inter-clump 
medium (ICM)

cold, 
dense clumps

nHI . 10�6cm�3

T ⇠ 106K

nHI ⇠ 1 cm�3

T ⇠ 104 K

v ⇠ 100 km s�1



Shell model versus 
multiphase models

multiphase model
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Conclusions
• “Shell-model” remarkably successful in 

reproducing observed spectra 

• Our fitting procedure allows to quantify 
uncertainties & degeneracies 

• Tension between multiphase & shell models 

• “Decrypting” the shell-model parameters still an 
outstanding issue


